
EVENT TIMER

The PrimeX provides up to two (2) separate channels each capable of generating an independent ON/OFF
pattern. The event sequence is initiated by one or two external triggers. The PrimeX generates up to four (4)
ON/OFF events per channel. Each event pattern is switch-selectable providing one (1) millisecond or 100
microseconds resolution and 0.1 millisecond accuracy and repeatability. The PrimeX provides input, output
and power isolation, eliminating problems associated with system ground/neutral, floating voltages and
noise triggering.

Prime

perience the difference

STANDARD FEATURES
- All solid-state microprocessor-based electronics.
- Simple toggle switch programming procedure.
- Independent programming of up to two (2) channels.
- Two (2) input triggers, one for each channel.
- Dynamic selection and adjustment of any output program.
- - Full 4-digit time display (9,999 seconds or 999.9 milliseconds.
- Function output test switch.
- Control of ON-OFF function for motors and solenoids.
- Control of time dependent functions of any machine.
- Power off memory data retention.
- Internal 12 VDC power supply for powering external DC device.
- Selectable trigger mode: one-shot or duration.
-- Trigger-skip option: skip up to 99 triggers, then process up to 99 triggers.
- Embedded stitch option cycles ON-OFF pattern within ON events.

SPEACIAL FEATURES

- Event Sequences: The user can program up to four (4) ON or OFF events for any channel. All Program event
durations can be modified while operating.
- Trigger Type - ONE SHOT/DURATION: The user can program the PrimeX to output a complete sequence with every
trigger (ONE-SHOT), or to output the sequence only as long as the trigger signal is present (DURATION) The
programmed trigger type applies to both channels.
- Output - Output Cycle/Stitch within ON events: The user can program the PrimeX to embed a series of ON/OFF
cycles(stitches) within each ON event. With separate cycle-on and cycle-off times for each output channel.
- Trigger/Skip Capability: The PrimeX can be programmed to skip a user-selectable number of triggers, then
process a different user-selectable number of triggers. Each timer channel has its own skip and process values.
- Non-Volatile Memory: The PrimeX provides non-volatile memory for storing the event program for each channel.
The PrimeX will retain memory when power is removed.
- Electrical Noise Immunity:- Electrical Noise Immunity: All inputs and outputs are optically isolated for noise immunity to prevent false
triggering.
- Lighting Emitting Diodes: LED displays provide long-life, dependability and easy viewing. A 4-digit display allows
the user to set time from 0.000 to 9.999 seconds, with .001 second resolution or 000.0 to 999.9 ms with 100ms
resolution.



* Dimensions are in inches

Trigger Input
Inputs:5 to 24 VDC
Input 1 triggers output 1
Input 2 triggers output 2
(Can be hardwired for both outputs)

TTrigger sequence on input transition or 
continue only as long as trigger signal is 
present.

Trigger from simple switch closure or semi-
conductor switch (photoelectric, proximity, 
etc.).

12 VDC, 500 mA., available from onboard 
power supply to power external trigger 
devices.
Controls
 - Time Select/Set Switch 
 - On/Off switch 
 - Event Select Switch
TTiming Specifications
Trigger input to output time delay: < ms
Can be re-triggered within 1ms
Repeatability pulse with accuracy: + 0.5ms
Channel to channel timing accuracy: +0.1ms
Power Requirements
0.5 Amp @ 100 > 250 VAC + 10% and
50/60 Hz50/60 Hz
Options
OAC5 Optically isolated AC Relay.
5 Amp.
ODC5 Optically isolated DC Relay.
5 Amp.
Select any combination of above relays.
One One required per Channel

Environmental
Operating Temp 0 > 60° C (32 > 140°F)
Storage Temp –30 > 70° C (-22 > 158°F)
Outputs
5 to 60 VDC, 5 Amp. (DC Control Relay
Option)
60 to 24060 to 240 VAC, 5 Amp. (AC Control Relay
Option)
Note: Since AC voltage is switched at zero
crossing (when using AC relays), an 8-
millisecond switching “window of uncertainty”
can occur.

SPECIFICATIONS
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